Equal Opportunities - November 7, 2018

Present: Constance, Sara, Niklas
Absent: Mikael

Today’s meeting:
This was our first meeting with the new student representatives. We showed the EO page at the UID website and the updated routine regarding how to act in case of unequal treatment. There are links to the website and the routine in the student handbook on the UID web.

Staff representatives will update the annual Action Plan with information regarding equal opportunities, mainly regarding gender balance of guest lecturers.

Until next meeting, we will have individual conversations with the PDs regarding EO issues during the yearly admission process to IDI, BFA and MFA. For example; is it relevant to ask for portrait photographs of the applicants; and why is it necessary to ask for information about gender and age in the admission forms?

Next meeting:
December 5 at 14.00, Sofa Room